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Protocols for Maintaining Consistency ofReplicated DataRicardo Anido� N. C. Mendon�cayAbstractData replication is a useful technique for improving the performance and availabilityin distributed database systems. Most of the protocols proposed in the literature tocontrol the access to the replicated data use some form of voting for maintaining the dataconsistent, and follow a pessimistic approach, in the sense that they prevent possiblyunsafe changes to the replicated data. In this paper several of those protocols aredescribed and compared. Some optimistic protocols, and some protocols not based onvoting are also briey presented.1 IntroductionBy keeping several physical copies of the same logical data distributed over di�erent sitesit is possible to bene�t from all properties of distributed computing, such as better perfor-mance, improved fault tolerance, load distribution and scalability, to name a few. However,data replication also makes any access to the data more costly, for in order to guaranteeconsistency of the logical data, an update performed to any copy must be reected in allfurther accesses to the data. That means that eventually all copies must be noti�ed of theupdate, and some accesses may not be possible until the propagation of the new value iscompleted. Therefore, while replication may o�er all the bene�ts of distributed computing,it needs a control protocol { in general not simple to implement and always somewhat costly{ to synchronize all accesses to the copies, so as to maintain the logical data in a consistentstate.In this paper several of the replica control protocols found in the literature are describedand compared; to facilitate their description, the protocols are grouped according to theirbasic characteristics. The paper is organized as follows. In the remaining of this sectionsome basic concepts and early protocols for maintaining consistency are presented. Section2 presents protocols based on simple voting, and section 3 presents protocols which use anunderlying logical structure to provide better data availability. Some protocols not basedon voting are described in section 4.�Institut National des T�el�ecommunications, rue Charles Fourier, 91011 Evry Cedex, France (on leavefrom DCC-IMECC-UNICAMP); work supported by Funda�c~ao de Amparo �a Pesquisa do Estado de S~aoPaulo (FAPESP), grant 94/3667-3.yDepto. C. Computa�c~ao, IMECC, UNICAMP, Cx. Postal 6065, 13081-97 Campinas, SP, Brazil.1



2 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�ca1.1 System modelThe underlying system is assumed to be a collection of autonomous computers which donot share a global memory, communicating only by exchanging messages through a com-munication network. Each computer, also called a node or site, is composed by a processorand a local memory. The communication network is composed of links which connect thenodes.Nodes and communication links are supposed to be fail-stop, i.e., in case of failure theysimply stop working until some repairing action is taken; they do not present spurious ormalicious behavior. Failure in nodes or links may cause the system to be divided intodistinct groups of nodes called partitions ; nodes from one partition can communicate withnodes from the same partition but not with nodes from other partitions. The partition of asystem is a condition particularly di�cult to manage in distributed systems: when a nodecannot be contacted it is general impossible to determine whether the node has failed or isoperational but contained in another partition. In the analysis of the protocols presented inthis paper, it is considered that a user is able to communicate with each node of the systemwith probability � (0 < � < 1). That is, at any instant there is a probability (1� �) that anode cannot be contacted due to node or link failures.1.2 Data replicationOne piece of information, referred as the logical data, is replicated by storing N copies indi�erent nodes of the system, one copy at each node. Copies of the same logical data arealso referred as replicas . Each copy carries a version number , that is incremented at everyupdate and can be compared to determine which copy holds the most recent information.In this paper we consider that reading and writing are the only two operations performedon the replicated data, with the usual conict de�nition: a write operation conicts withany other write or read operation. However, all results are readily extended to any set ofmore complex operations based on the replicated object semantics, as long as conict rulescan be de�ned for the access operations.Data replication is a task managed by the system administrator, who must decide howmany copies to use and where to locate them. This decision depends on factors such as datademand, number of participating sites and amount of space available at each site. Thatinformation, once established, must be made available exclusively to the replica controlprotocol , which is responsible for mapping the accesses to the logical data requested byusers into accesses to the physical copies.It is assumed that each node in the system contains a replication manager , responsiblefor running the replica control protocol, as well as serving as an interface to users. To accessthe replicated data, a user contact its local replication manager. Depending on the replicacontrol protocol used, the local replication manager may contact a copy, a set of copies, orother replication managers before delivering the service to the user.The data availability is de�ned as the probability that the data can be accessed, andreects the degree of fault-tolerance of a given protocol. In most replica control protocolsthe read and write operations have di�erent data availability. The data availability for



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 3an operation is expressed as a function the node availability �, and is used as a metric tocompare di�erent protocols.1.3 ConsistencyThe notion of consistency considered in a replicated system comprises two aspects [Lampsonet al. 1983]: mutual consistency and internal consistency . Internal consistency refers to theinformation contained in each replica and corresponds to the usual notions of atomicity andsemantic integrity to which it is submitted non-replicated data. Mutual consistency refersto the fact that copies represent the same single logical data, and users must perceive thedata consistent despite eventual disparities in the copies. The correctness criteria normallyused for verifying mutual consistency is one-copy-serializability [Bernstein and Goodman1983], by which a series of operations on copies of a logical data must have access to thesame values as if the operations were applied to a single copy of the (non-replicated) data.When read and write are the only operations allowed, the notion of one-copy-serializabilitytranslates to the requirement that any read must obtain the value produced by the mostrecent write. All replica control protocols described in this paper are focused in maintainingthe mutual consistency between replicas, in the assumption that the internal consistencywill be maintained by some concurrency control protocol (see [Barghouti and Kaiser 1991]for a review of such protocols).Most of the existing replica control protocols follow the strategy of only allowing a reador write operation to be performed on the replicated data if permission from certain sets ofcopies, called quorums , are previously obtained. If quorums are de�ned so that quorums forevery two conicting operations have at least one copy in common, it is guaranteed that (1)by using the version number a read operation can always choose the most recent copy, and(2) no two write operations will occur independently, thus excluding the possibility thatcopies diverge.The number of messages exchanged by a replica control protocol is proportional to itsquorum sizes. For that reason quorum sizes are also used a metric, together with dataavailability, to compare di�erent replica control protocols.Two approaches, optimistic and pessimistic, have been used by replica control protocolsto deal with partition failures [Davidson et al. 1985]. In the optimistic approach, usersin di�erent partitions are allowed to read and update copies; as the failures are correctedand partitions merge, the copies are compared and procedures to make them consistentare started. Such procedures in general involve cancelling or compensating actions. In thepessimistic approach, only users from one partition, called main partition, are allowed toaccess the data. Other partitions are blocked until failures are repaired and their copies canget the correct data value from copies in the main partition.The terms optimistic and pessimistic used to designate the two approaches refer to theexpected frequency of failures and the expected time for repairing them. In the optimisticapproach it is assumed that failures are infrequent and when they do occur they are promptlyrepaired. It is assumed also that the momentary existence of more than one value forthe logical data does not cause great concern, nor does it incur in high cost correctionprocedures. On the other hand, the pessimist approach assumes that failures may be



4 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�cafrequent, the partitioning may persist for an indeterminate period of time, and consistencyamong copies is vital at every instant. In practice, examples of the optimistic approachare rarely found, mainly due to the infeasibility of transactions being cancelled; this isspecially true for transactions which involve external actions such as delivering bank notes,or emitting air tickets. For that reason, the majority of replica control protocols in theliterature follows the pessimistic approach, priorizing consistency in detriment of availability.That high proportion of pessimistic protocols is also reected in this survey, where almost allprotocols presented are pessimistic. Optimistic protocols are briey described in section 4.2.1.4 Early protocolsThis section presents a brief review of some early protocols, which are described in anorder that reects the distribution of control in the protocol. The �rst ones have a morecentralized control; the last ones have a more distributed control.1.4.1 Primary copy [Stonebreaker 1979]In this protocol, one of the copies is designated the primary copy, being responsible forcontrolling all requested accesses. A write operation is always performed on the primarycopy, which propagates the new value to the other copies; a read operation can be performedon any copy, as long as the primary copy has allowed it. The primary copy allows a readoperation on a copy if it has already propagated the last update to that copy. In case ofsystem partitioning, the main partition will be the one containing the primary copy; onlyusers in this partition can access the data.The disadvantages of this protocol are the necessity of electing a new primary copyin case of failure of the current one, and the fact that the primary copy is a potentialnetwork bottleneck. Yet another problem arises if it is not possible distinguish the failureof a node from failure of the communication system. In this case, a communication failuremay be taken for a failure of the primary copy, with a new primary copy being electedwhile the current one is still active. Also, failure of the primary copy may be taken for acommunication failure, rendering the data unavailable.1.4.2 ROWA [Traiger et al. 1982]A simple approach to implement a replica control protocol is to map a write operationon the logical data into a write operation in every one of its copies. In that way, a readoperation can be performed in any of the copies, preferentially in the nearest one. Thisapproach is known as the read-one-write-all (or ROWA) protocol. Although simple, theROWA protocol has the undesired characteristic of not tolerating failures of any node, sincefailure of a single copy would prohibit any further write operation. Read operations, on theother hand, have an optimum availability, being possible as long as at least one copy canbe contacted.



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 51.4.3 Accessible copies [Bernstein and Goodman 1984]This protocol modi�es the ROWA protocol such that only the copies which can be accessed(i.e, copies stored in nodes which have not failed) are updated by a write operation. A listcontaining the copies which were operational at the last write operation must kept in allnodes and updated when necessary, to prevent a read operation to access a copy with an oldvalue. The management of this list is assumed to be performed by the underlying operatingsystem, which is responsible for maintaining it updated in case of failures and recoveries.Even though more robust than the ROWA protocol, the accessible copies protocol does notcope with partition failures, since it relies on the knowledge of which nodes failed and whichnodes are working, and that is impossible when the system is partitioned.1.4.4 Token [Minoura and Wiederhold 1982]This protocol is similar to the primary copy protocol, but here the primary copy is identi�edby the possession of a special object called token. The token can be passed freely to othernodes, allowing the primary copy to change site also in the absence of failures. In case ofpartitioning, the main partition is the one containing the token.Compared to the primary copy protocol, the token protocol o�ers a better access time,since the bottleneck problem is reduced, and the primary copy can be moved to placesin the network where accesses are more frequent. However, the token may be lost dueto communication failures, in which case a complex procedure for safely re-generating thetoken must be started.1.4.5 Majority voting [Thomas 1979]This was the �rst protocol with totally distributed control; it is also more tolerant to parti-tion failures than the ones presented above. In this protocol, read and write operations areperformed on quorums consisting of a majority (bN=2c+1) of theN copies. This guaranteesthat one-copy serializability is attained, and that in the case of system partitioning therewill exist only one main partition. The data is available while there is a majority of copiesthat can be contacted within one partition.Compared to the protocols already presented, the only disadvantage of the majorityvoting protocol is the penalty it imposes on read operations, previously performed in onesingle copy of the data. And although it is tolerant to some partition failures, there aresituations in which a majority of the copies is operational, but the system is partitionedin such way that there is no partition with a majority of copies; in that case, the data isunavailable.1.4.6 Weighted voting [Gi�ord 1979]In this protocol, a certain number of votes is assigned to each copy, and quorums for readand write operations are formed by any sets of copies whose sum of votes are at least r andw, respectively. Let denote v the total number of votes assigned to the copies. To guarantee



6 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caone-copy-serializability the values of r and w must be de�ned such thatr + w > v (a)2w > v (b)Constraint (a) makes certain that there is a non-null intersection between any quorumfor a read operation and any quorum for a write operation, thus guaranteeing that any readquorum will contain an updated copy. Constraint (b) prevents that two write operationsoccur independently. In case of partition, these constraints assure also that only one mainpartition will exist.The exibility in de�ning the values for r and w makes this protocol a generalization ofsome protocols described above. By assigning one vote to each copy, and by choosing r = 1and w = N , the weighted voting protocol is made to correspond to the ROWA protocol;by choosing r = w = bN=2c it is made to correspond to the majority voting protocol. Itis also possible to use this exibility to take advantage of speci�c network characteristics,assigning a greater number of votes either to more reliable nodes (in an attempt to increasedata availability) or to more commonly accessed nodes (in an attempt to diminish tra�con the network). Furthermore, all protocols based on voting reviewed in this paper eitherincorporate or can be extended to incorporate the idea of assigning more than one vote toeach copy.For a small number of copies, majority and weighted voting are e�ective and have theadvantage of being very simple to implement. They are also the base for a variety of derivedprotocols, described in the next section. For that reason, the generic term simple votingwill be used hereafter to designate these protocols.The availability of an operation in the simple voting protocol is expressed as the prob-ability that a quorum of q copies, out of a total of N copies, is obtained. Assuming eachcopy possesses one single vote and is accessible independently with probability �, the dataavailability in the simple voting protocol is given by [Ahamad and Ammar 1989]:AV (N; q; �) = NXj=q Nj !�j(1� �)N�j:2 Protocols based on simple votingThis section describes several protocols which improve, in di�erent aspects, the majorityvoting protocol. Section 2.1 presents protocols which aim at reducing the space needed forstoring the replicated data; section 2.2 presents protocols which attempt to increase thedata availability by adapting quorum sizes to changes in the system con�guration.2.1 Reducing the storage spaceOne of the costs associated with the use of replication is the larger amount of memory neededto store the replicated data: a replicated data with N copies needs N times more space



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 7than a non-replicated data. The main purpose of the protocols presented in this sectionis to modify the simple voting protocol in order to bene�t from the properties o�ered bya replicated system with N copies but occupying physically a space equivalent to only Mcopies (M � N).2.1.1 Voting with witnesses [Pâris 1986]This protocol proposes the reduction of the storage space by substituting some copies bysimple records containing, instead of the data value, just the current version number. Eachof these records is called a witness . Using such a scheme, a logical data with N copies iscomposed of M normal copies and N �M witnesses.As it is done with conventional copies, witnesses are assigned a speci�c number of votes,and participate normally in the voting process. There is however an additional constraintin the formation of quorums, namely that every quorum must contain at least one currentcopy of the data, in order to avoid quorums composed of only witnesses, or composed ofwitnesses and old copies. The need for this additional constraint is obvious, since a witnesscannot be used for read or write operations, as it does not hold the value of the data.As an example, consider a replicated data with three copies and two witnesses, eachentity (copy or witness) possessing one vote. Suppose that two entities are not accessible,and the version numbers of the other three entities are 5, 5 and 8. In this scenario theversion numbers of the entities which are not accessible must be equal to 8: they cannot beless than 8, since the eighth write operation must have involved at least three entities; andthey cannot be greater than 8, since they would need the agreement of some other entity toperform a ninth write operation. Therefore, the possible con�gurations for the remainingthree entities in this case are the following (witnesses are denoted by an underline):[5, 5, 8], [5, 5, 8], [5, 5, 8], [5, 5, 8], [5, 5, 8], [5, 5, 8] and [5, 5, 8].Three of the seven con�gurations do not contain an up-to-date copy, although they docontain an up-to-date witness: [5, 5, 8], [5, 5, 8] and [5, 5, 8]. In these three con�gurationsthe access to the data would be blocked due to the additional constraint on the votingprocess. However, in [Pâris 1986] it is presented a statistical analysis showing that suchsituations are relatively rare and do not have much impact on the data availability for thisprotocol when compared to the simple voting.The voting with witnesses protocol produces better results when the number of copies issmall. For example, suppose it is needed to replicate a very large data (the number of copiestherefore must be kept to a minimum), so that the system can tolerate at least one nodefailure. Using the majority voting protocol three copies are needed, with read and writequorums of 2 copies, in order to provide that degree of fault tolerance. If two copies and awitness are used instead, the same degree of fault tolerance is achieved, with a signi�cantreduction on the needed storage space. It must be noted however that using witnesses mayalso decrease the data availability, for example when the number of copies is large and thenumber of witnesses is near the size of the quorums. In that case, the probability of formingquorums composed only of witnesses, or witnesses and outdated copies, is increased.



8 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caBesides reducing the storage space, the use of witnesses can improve the response timeof write operations, since updating a witness involves only incrementing its version number.Furthermore, as witness have negligible storage costs, they can be created or reallocatedmore easily than conventional copies. A new form of witness, which can be stored in volatilememory, was introduced as an extension to the protocol in [Pâris 1990].2.1.2 Voting with fragmentation [Agrawal and El Abbadi 1990b]In contrast with the voting with witness protocol, this protocol reduces the storage spaceby decomposing the logical data into fragments which are replicated only partially. Morespeci�cally, the logical data is divided into N fragments and the replication of these frag-ments is made such that1. each fragment is stored into M nodes (M � N), and2. each node stores M distinct fragments.Therefore the data is distributed over N nodes but, as each fragment is copied into onlyM of those nodes, the total space occupied is equivalent toM copies. The set of fragmentsstored in a node is called a segment . The minimum number of segments needed to retrievethe data (that is, the number of segments that is guaranteed to contain all N fragments) isdenoted by S. It is easy to verify that S = N �M +1. Figure 1 shows an example in whicha replicated data has three copies stored over �ve nodes (M = 3, N = 5, and thereforeS = 3). Note that the data could be reconstructed using segments s1 and s4, or s2 ands5, but that is not true for all pairs of segments. On the other hand, any three segmentscontain all fragments and su�ce to reconstruct the data.
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Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 9Constraint (a) ensures that any read operation will have access to all N data fragments.Constraint (b) guarantees that data which is updated can be completely reconstructed (byrequiring that any write operation will be performed on at least S data fragments), and thattwo write operations cannot occur concurrently. Finally, constraint (c) guarantees that anypair of read/write quorums will have at least one segment in common, i.e., at least one copyof each of the N data fragments will be common to the two quorums; as a consequence, itis guaranteed that any read operation will be performed in up-to-date segments.When N=2 < M � N , the voting with fragmentation protocol requires write quorumsof the same size as the majority voting protocol, but read quorums comparatively larger.This is due to constraint (c), which requires at least S copies in common for any pair ofread and write quorums, instead of only one common copy required in majority (singlefragment) voting. That constraint can be relaxed by integrating a propagation mechanismto the system [Wuu and Bernstein 1984]. To implement the propagation mechanism, eachnode must maintain a log of events which correspond to read and write operations on thereplicated data. All communication in the system is then made exclusively through (a)mapping of access requisitions, and their corresponding values, into events recorded locallyin the log, and (b) interchanging log copies between the nodes. Upon receiving a copy of alog from another node, a node records in its local log the events not yet known and discardevents known by all nodes (easily detected as the node receives logs from all other nodes).In that way it is possible to weaken constraint (c) so that only one segment in common isrequired for the intersection of read and write quorums:N + 1 � qr + qw � 2N (d)The guarantee that the data will be totally reconstructed is based on the fact that thelog contains events relative to the logical data as a whole, and not only about the segmentstored in a determined node. In [Agrawal and El Abbadi 1990a] it is shown that segmentscontacted using restriction (d) together with the information contained in the log su�ce toreconstruct correctly the data.In the worst case, the log size can increase up to the equivalent space of one whole copy ofthe data (when all data contents have been generated by write operations whose events arestill part of the log). Therefore, when write operations are performed more frequently thanlog copies are exchanged, the space needed can reach N times the original data size (andin this case the protocol presents no gain compared to non-fragmented majority voting).When data is seldom modi�ed, log sizes are smaller, and in the best case it is possible toobtain the advantages of a replicated data with N copies using the space corresponding toM times the size of the original data.2.1.3 Voting with coded fragmentation [Agrawal and Jalote 1995]This protocol extends the idea of voting with fragmentation by the use of a �le codingscheme in which splitting and joining is done by using n vectors in a m dimensional vectorspace, such that anym of these n vectors are linearly independent. In the description below,a word is an integer in the range 0 : : :2l � 1, where l is the number of bits in a word, andall operations are in module p, for a prime integer p > 2l.



10 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caThe data to be replicated is arranged into a matrix FM, in which the words of the dataare packed row-wise, m words in each row. The vectors of dimension m chosen for splittingthe data are denoted ai = (ai1; ai2; : : : ; aim), (1 � i � m). Each of these vectors is used asa column of the splitting matrix SM; i.e., SMi ;j = aj;i. The fragments to be distributed arethe columns of the coded �le matrix CF = FM � SM . That is, the ith column of CF isdesignated as the ith fragment. Therefore, a group of m consecutive bytes in the originaldata is represented as one word in each of the n fragments.The original data can be reconstructed with at least m fragments. Let us denoter1; r2; : : : ; rm the fragments available. To reconstruct the data, it is necessary to constructmatrix SM 0 such that column j of SM 0 is column rj of SM. Note that SM' is an m � mmatrix which is invertible, since its m columns are linearly independent m-dimensional vec-tors. Another matrix, CF 0, representing the m fragments available, is contructed, such thatCF 0ij = CF irj . Therefore, since FM � SM 0 = CF 0 the data can be reconstructed:FM = CF 0 � SM 0�1:Fragmenting (reconstructing) the data requires n (m) additions and n (m) multiplicationsper word of the original data.The authors show that, for an (m;n;N) system, the read quorum size varies frommax(m; r) toN�n0+m, and the write quorum size varies frommax(n0; w) tomax(n0; w;N�n+n0), where r and w are quorum sizes for read and write operations for simple voting in asystem with N nodes, and n0 (n0 � m) is the minimum number of nodes a write operationupdates.2.2 Increasing the data availabilityAlthough tolerant to a certain number of failures from nodes and links, the simple votingprotocol does not allow any access to the data if the minimum number of copies required inthe quorums cannot be contacted. In principle, considering a replicated data with N copies,an operation which requires Q copies can be performed while there is at least Q copies thatcan be contacted { resulting in a tolerance to up to N �Q nodes which store a copy. Thatis not true, however, when partitions are considered, since Q copies may be available butdistributed in the partitions so that no partition includes more than Q� 1 copies.The higher the quorum size, the lesser will be the probability that it can be formed inpresence of failures, and therefore the data availability decreases when components fail, sincequorums in that case become proportionally larger. The basic idea of the protocols reviewedin this section is to alter dynamically the size of the quorums when failures are detected inorder to prevent situations in which the data is unavailable due to system partition.2.2.1 Virtual partitions [El Abbadi et al. 1985]This protocol extends the accessible copies protocol (section 1.4.3) to include a layer tomanage changes in the system con�guration. It uses a voting mechanism to cope withpartition failures and provides an e�cient read operation by maintaining converging viewsabout which nodes are operational within the current partition.



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 11The protocol is composed of two layers: a layer which manages the views shared by thenodes (or Virtual Partitions, VPs) and a layer which manages the copies. The layer whichmanages the Virtual Partitions is responsible for maintaining a consistent view of whichnodes can communicate. The layer which manages the copies is responsible for controllingthe access to the replicated data and to map the operations on the logical data into accessesto the copies.When a node detects any change in the system con�guration (caused by failure orrecovery of a component), it initiates the �rst phase of a protocol to create a new VP,sending to all other nodes an invitation to join the new VP. If a majority of the nodesanswers to the invitation, the initiator starts the second phase of the VP creation, sendingthe attributes of the new VP to the nodes which answered. The attributes of a VP are: (i)an identi�er, generated uniquely by the initiator, which serves to ascertain that each nodewill join only one VP at a time; (b) a set of potential members, composed by the set ofnodes which answered to the invitation; and (c) a set of actual members of the VP (initially,the potential members set and actual members set are equal).The VP identi�er and the potential members set are static, established in the �rstphase of the protocol, being the same to all potential members. The set of actual membersis dynamic and, due to failures, may vary from one node to another. A potential membermay leave the actual members set and try to initiate a new VP when it suspects that somechange in the topology has occurred. Changes in the current topology are detected byanother protocol in the VP management layer, which send messages probes periodically.The protocols in the copy management layer are responsible for verifying the data ac-cessibility . A data is considered accessible to node i if a majority of copies is stored in nodesincluded in the same VP as i. Note that the veri�cation of accessibility is performed withoutany external communication. The mapping of logical operations into physical operationsfollows rules similar to the ones in the ROWA protocol: to perform a read operation, a userat node i veri�es if the data is accessible, and in that case it sends a read request to a copystored in any node from the same VP as i. To perform a write operation, a user at node iveri�es if the data is accessible, and in that case it sends a write request to all copies storedin nodes included in the same VP as i.The guarantee that only one actual partition will proclaim itself the main partitioncomes from the fact that it is necessary a majority of nodes for the creation of a new VPand for the data to be considered accessible in a VP.2.2.2 Generalized virtual partitions [El Abbadi and Toueg 1989]This protocol modi�es the previous one by eliminating the VP management layer and bygeneralizing the process of forming the quorums. Let v denote a VP; in the protocol withgeneralized virtual partitions the replicated data is considered accessible for reading orwriting in v if Ar or Aw copies, respectively, are stored in nodes included in v. Thesevalues, called accessibility limits , are determined following the constraint Ar + Aw > N ,where N is the total number of copies. This restriction guarantees that any set of copiesused in a read access always contains an up-to-date copy. Notice that by eliminating theconstraint 2Aw > N it is possible that the data is updated in more than one partition. For



12 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caeach VP v a read quorum qr(v) and a write quorum qw(v) are de�ned. Those quorums areused in mapping logical operations into physical accesses to copies, and must satisfy thefollowing relations (where n(v) denotes the number of nodes belonging to v which containa copy of the data): qr(v) + qw(v) > n(v) (a)2qw(v) > n(v) (b)1 � qr(v) � n(v) (c)Aw � qw(v) � n(v) (d)Constraints (a) and (b) guarantee the copy consistency within a VP; constraints (c) and(d) make the quorum sizes de�ned for a VP compatible with the accessibility limits for thedata. Notice that this generalized version of the virtual partitions protocol corresponds tothe original protocol when Ar = Aw = bN=2c+ 1, qr = 1 and qw = n(v).The elimination of the VP management layer present in the original protocol comes fromthe realization that the two phase protocol used for the creation of a new PV is redundant,in the sense that any available transaction facility can be used instead. Therefore, VP aretreated as normal objects, subject to concurrency control, and are created using speci�ctransactions. A transaction for creating a VP is responsible for inviting the other nodesand, in case a majority of nodes agree in creating a new VP, establish the attributes of thenew VP and send it to the potential members.Three approaches are suggested to determine when to create a new VP: a greedy ap-proach, in which a new VP is created as soon a change in the network topology is detected;an object-driven approach, in which a new VP is created only if high priority objects cur-rently unavailable will be available in the new VP; and a demand-driven approach, in whicha new VP is created only if high priority transactions that cannot be run in the currentcon�guration will be able to run in the new VP.2.2.3 Dynamic vote assignment [Barbara et al. 1989]In this protocol, when failures are detected the votes assigned to copies in the main partitionare modi�ed, in an attempt to diminish the probability that new quorums cannot be formedin case further failures occur. Suppose a replicated data with four copies A, B, C and D,having initially the distribution of votes vA = vB = vC = 1 and vD = 2. Under thisvote distribution, any set of three copies, or any set of two copies where one of the copiesis D, has a majority of votes and therefore can be used as a quorum. Consider that thecommunication network fails so that the system is divided in two partitions fA, B, Cgand fDg. At this point, partition fA, B, Cg holds a majority of votes and is the mainpartition. If a new failure causes copy C to be isolated in a new partition, none of the threepartitions fA, Bg, fCg, and fDg holds a majority of votes and the data will be blocked.This blocking situation could be prevented, however, if the vote assignment in the mainpartition were modi�ed before the second partition failure occurred. For example, the newvote distribution could be vA = vB = vC = 5 (vD would remain unchanged as D does notbelong to the main partition). In that case, after the second partition failure fA, Bg wouldstill have a majority of votes (10 over a total of 17), and blocking of the data would have



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 13been avoided. The new main partition fA, Bg could again make a new vote distributionvA = 15 and vB = 5, which would tolerate a further partition failure that isolated all fourcopies { the main partition would then be fAg, with 15 votes out of 27.This dynamic vote assignment may be performed in two ways: majority consensus, inwhich all nodes in the main partition agree on a new vote distribution, and autonomous, inwhich each node decides when and how to change its own number of votes, independentlyof other nodes. In this paper only the autonomous approach is presented. The majorityconsensus approach can be implemented by electing a coordinator (see [Garcia-Molina 1982]for election algorithms) which, from information sent by other nodes about their view onthe current topology, can choose an optimum vote distribution [Barbara and Garcia-Molina1987; Kumar and Segev 1988; Cheung et al. 1989], a topic that is outside the scope of thissurvey.Two protocols for autonomous dynamic vote assignment are presented. In the �rstprotocol, the nodes can only increase their votes; in the second, nodes can either increaseor decrease their votes. A node which decides to change its number of votes is called theinitiator ; the other nodes, which will be informed of the change by the initiator, are calledparticipants . These protocols must be executed when it is detected that a node has left orre-joined the current main partition. When a node leaves the main partition the remainingnodes must increase their votes; let i be the excluded node and vi the number of votes ofthe copy stored in i. In order to guarantee that further partition failures will be tolerated,the number of votes of the main partition must be increased by at least 2vi votes: vi tocompensate for the votes lost by the exit of i plus vi votes to cover for the increase in thetotal number of assigned votes. Similarly, when a node re-joins the main partition, it mustincrease its number of votes, or the other nodes in the main partition must decrease theirown votes.Protocol to increase the number of votesIn this protocol, each node maintains an array V containing the number of votes of allcopies of the data (including its own). The protocol for the initiator and participants is asfollows:Initiator: Demands the number of votes from other nodes and updates v with values fromthe arrays received. If it obtains a majority of answers (under the current vote assign-ment), it sends the new (increased) number of votes of its own copy to the participants,and waits a con�rmation message. It the coordinator obtains con�rmation from a ma-jority of participants (still under the current vote assignment), it makes the changein its number of votes permanent in v.Participant: Upon request, send its current array V to the initiator; record the change ofvotes of the initiator in V and send a con�rmation.Protocol to increase and diminish the number of votesThe protocol is divided in two parts, one to perform the increase in the number of votes,another to perform its decrease. This protocol requires that every component in the arrayof votes V contains, besides the number of votes, a corresponding vote version number. Thevote version number is used by the initiator to determine which information is more recent



14 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�cawhen its number of votes assigned to a node j di�ers from the information received fromsome other node. When a node decides to increase its number of votes it does the following:Initiator: Demands the number of votes from other nodes and updates V with the arraysreceived. If it obtains a majority of answers (under the current vote assignment),it sends the new (increased) number of votes of its own copy to the participants,and waits a con�rmation message. It the coordinator obtains con�rmation from amajority of participants (still under the current vote assignment), it increments byone its version number and makes the change in its number of votes permanent in V .Participant: Upon request, sends its current array V to the initiator. When it receives thenew number of votes, it increments by one the version number of the initiator, recordsthe change of votes in v and sends a con�rmation.To decrease its number of votes a nodes does as follows:Initiator: Demands the number of votes from other nodes and updates V with the arraysreceived. Sends the new (decreased) number of votes of its own copy to the par-ticipants, increments by one its version number and changes its number of votes inV .Participant: Upon request, sends its current array V to the initiator; records the change ofvotes of the initiator, together with its version number, in V .It must be noted that the correct formation of quorums while the number of votes ischanging dynamically is guaranteed by the above protocols, as shown in [Barbara et al.1989].2.2.4 Dynamic voting [Jajodia and Mutchler 1990]In this protocol a quorum is formed by a majority of the `current copies', i.e., a majority ofthe copies which participated in the last write operation. As the number of current copiesmay vary due to failures, the quorum size is dynamically modi�ed according to the evolutionof changes in the system con�guration.Two additional attributes, besides the version number and number of votes, are asso-ciated to each copy: the primary node and the cardinality. The cardinality expresses thetotal number of votes of nodes which participated in the most recent write operation on thedata (the total number of nodes if nodes hold one vote each). The primary node identi�esthe node which will be used as a tie-break when the current main partition is divided intwo partitions with the same number of votes. In that case, the partition which includesthe primary node will be considered the main partition (the primary node is obviously ex-pendable when the cardinality of the main partition is odd). The primary node may bedetermined by an election or, wherever possible, by imposing a linear order on the nodes.The protocol will be presented through an example. Suppose a replicated data composedof �ve copies stored in nodes A, B, C, D and E, with nodes being assigned one vote each.The nodes are ordered by their names (A > B > C > D > E), so that the primary node



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 15can be easily determined when necessary. The table in Figure 2a represents the systemcon�guration at a point where no failures have occurred.At this point, consider that node C starts a write operation and determines that itcan only communicate with nodes D and E. Since C belongs to the main partition (whichincludes three copies of the last �ve that participated in the last write operation), thequorum is obtained, and the new con�guration is shown in Figure 2b.Node A B C D EVersion Number 1 1 1 1 1Cardinality 5 5 5 5 5Primary Node { { { { {(a) Node A B C D EVersion Number 1 1 2 2 2Cardinality 5 5 3 3 3Primary Node { { { { {(b)Node A B C D EVersion Number 1 1 3 3 2Cardinality 5 5 2 2 3Primary Node { { C C {(c) Node A B C D EVersion Number 1 1 7 7 2Cardinality 5 5 2 2 3Primary Node { { C C {(d)Figure 2: Example of dynamic votingSuppose node C initiates another write operation and detects that now it can onlycommunicate with node D. As C and D form a majority in relation to the last performedwrite operation, the quorum is obtained and the operation can be performed. Note that inthe simple voting protocol that would not be the case, since C and D do not hold a majorityover the total number of copies. The con�guration changes again, but notice that in thiscase, as the cardinality is even, a primary node is needed, so node C is chosen based onthe ordering previously agreed, as shown in Figure 2c. Suppose nodes C and D proceed tochange the data four more times, and then a new partition failure is detected, leading tothe con�guration of Figure 2d. In that case, the partition composed uniquely by node Ccan still access the data.This example shows that failures in nodes and communication links may occur in such away that the dynamic voting protocol can still perform operations which would be blockedby normal voting protocols. However, the opposite is also true. Resuming the previousexample, suppose node C fails and the remaining nodes are re-grouped into one singlepartition. In that case, the dynamic voting protocol would block any access to the data,while the simple voting protocol would not, since the newly formed partition fA, B, D, Eghas a majority of votes. In [Jajodia and Mutchler 1990] it is shown, by stochastic analysis,that in general the dynamic voting protocol provides better availability than the simplevoting protocol.Finally, two approaches are suggested to allow the use of di�erent sizes for read andwrite quorums: storing in every node a table with the best values for quorum sizes for eachpossible cardinality, or letting the quorum sizes be assigned by the node which initiates the



16 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�cawrite operation.3 Protocols based on logical structuresThis section describes several replica control protocols whose quorum sizes are smaller thanthose required by the weighted voting protocol. The basic idea behind these protocols isto organize the copies into a logical structure, such as a grid or a tree, and then derivequorums from the position of the copies in the structure. In general, quorums obtained thisway cannot be obtained by any vote distribution in the simple voting protocol and theirquorum sizes do not grow linearly with the increase in the number of copies.As an example of using a structure to derive smaller quorums suppose the copies areorganized into a logical ring. To make the example simpler, suppose also that the totalnumber of copies, N , is even, and that the copies are numbered consecutively in the ringfrom 1 to N , as shown in Figure 3. De�ne a write quorum as being either (i) the set ofall odd-numbered copies plus any even-numbered copy, or (ii) the set of all even-numberedcopies plus any odd-numbered copy. In that case, a read quorum can be de�ned as any twoadjacent copies in the ring. Note that a write quorum has a non-null intersection with anyother write or read quorums, thus guaranteeing one-copy-serializability.
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NFigure 3: Copies logically organized in a ringCompared to the majority voting protocol, in which both read and write quorums areof size bN=2c+1, this `ring protocol' o�ers a good alternative: the read quorum size is �xedat only two copies, independently on the value of N , and the write quorum has the samesize as in the majority voting protocol. However, as it is the case with all protocols basedon logical structures, the smaller read quorum size for this protocol incurs some penaltyon the data availability. In the best case the write operation tolerates the same number offailures as the majority voting protocol, that is, bN=2c copies. But in the worst case twofailures (one odd-numbered copy and one even-numbered copy) su�ce to block any furtherwrite operations.This `ring protocol' exempli�es the basic characteristic of the protocols presented in thissection. These protocols use di�erent structures and di�erent voting rules to o�er severalforms of compromise between quorum sizes and data availability.3.1 Grid quorum [Cheung et al. 1992]In this protocol, the N copies of the data are organized into a rectangular grid with m linesand n columns. Figure 4 shows an example with 12 copies organized into a 3� 4 grid.A read quorum is formed by at least one copy from every column of the grid, and awrite quorum is formed by a read quorum plus all copies from at least one column. It is
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432Figure 4: Copies logically organized in a grideasy to verify that a write quorum has a non-null intersection with any other write or readquorum. Examples of read quorums for the grid shown in Figure 4 are f1, 6, 3, 12g and f9,10, 11, 4g; examples of write quorums are f1,5,9,6,3,12g and f5, 2, 7, 4, 8, 12g.Read quorums have size m and write quorums have size m+ n� 1. When m � n, readand write quorum sizes are approximately pN and 2pN � 1, respectively. Consideringthat each node is independently accessible with probability �, the data availability for readoperations is given by Ar(�) = [1� (1� �)m]n;where (1��)m is the probability that all copies in a column are inaccessible, and 1�(1��)mis the probability that at least one copy in a column is accessible.The data availability for write operations is calculated by subtracting, from the proba-bility of forming a read quorum, the probability that at least one copy, but not all copies,is accessible in all columns:Aw = [1� (1� �)m]n � [1� �m � (1� �)m]n:In [Kumar et al. 1993] the grid protocol was extended in two ways. Firstly, in the newprotocol some positions in the grid are allowed to be left unoccupied. That is, the structureused is an incomplete grid. Secondly, in the extended protocol a read quorum is formedeither by one copy from every column (as in the original grid protocol) or with all copiesfrom one column.The advantage of the incomplete grid protocol is that, besides providing better avail-ability (particularly for read operations), it permits replicated data with a greater choice oftotal number of copies.3.2 Hierarchical voting [Kumar 1991]This protocol uses a tree structure to represent a hierarchy of groups of copies. Verticesat the lowest level (level 0) correspond to copies of the replicated data; vertices at higherlevels represent groups of vertices of the level immediately below. In general, a vertex atlevel i (1 � i � m) in the hierarchy represents a logical group of li vertices from level i� 1;the total number of copies in the structure is therefore Qmi=1 li. Figure 5 shows an exampleof a two-level hierarchy (l1 = l2 = 3) with 9 copies at level 0.A read quorum is formed if permission is obtained from the root vertex at the top levelm. The root vertex will grant permission if it can obtain permission from at least rm of itschildren at level m � 1; each of those children will in turn grant permission it can obtainpermission from at least rm�1 of its own children at level m�2, and so on, until permissions
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8761 95432Figure 5: Copies logically organized in a two-level hierarchyare granted directly by the copies at level 0. Read access permission is then propagatedbottom-up until it reaches the root vertex, resulting in a read quorum of size Qmi=1 ri.A write quorum is formed in a similar way, de�ning for each level i the minimum numberof wi vertices from level i� 1 which must grant permission in order that the permission isgranted at level i.So that quorums of conicting operations intercept each other, the values of ri and wifor each level i (1 � i � m) in the hierarchy must be constrained in a similar way to theweighed voting protocol: ri + wi > li (a)2wi > li (b)Choosing r1 = 1, r2 = 2, w1 = 3 and w2 = 2 for the two-level hierarchy shown in Figure5, examples of read quorums are f1, 4g, f6, 7g and f2, 8g, and examples of write quorumsare f1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6g, f1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9g and f4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9g. Choosing r1 = r2 = w1 = w2 = 2,examples of both read and write quorums are f1, 2, 4, 5g, f2, 3, 7, 8g and f5, 6, 7, 9g.In [Kumar 1991] it is shown that the greater the number of levels in the hierarchythe smaller the resulting quorum sizes. For the number of levels in the hierarchy to be thelargest possible, the number of children must be kept to a minimum. As the smaller numberof vertices that can satisfy constraints (a) and (b) and still tolerate a failure is three, theideal structure is a hierarchy where li = 3 and ri = wi = 2 for all levels. In this ternarytree, m = log3N , and both read and write quorums have size 2m; as 2log3N = N log3 2, bothquorum sizes are O(N0:63).The availability for the hierarchical voting protocol is calculated by generalizing theavailability of the simple voting protocol to all levels of the hierarchy. Therefore, theavailability of the read operation is given byAr(i) = ( � (i = 0)AV (li; ri; Ar(i� 1)) (i � 1)Similarly, the data availability for a write operation is given byAw(i) = ( � (i = 0)AV (li; wi; Aw(i� 1)) (i � 1)



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 193.3 Hierarchical grid [Kumar and Cheung 1991]One problem in the grid quorum protocol is the low availability for write operations whenthe total number of copies N is large, since the probability of obtaining permission fromall copies in one column decreases fast when the number of copies in the columns increases.To lessen that problem, the hierarchical grid protocol organizes the copies into a structurewhich combines the idea of the grid quorum and the hierarchical voting. In that way, thehierarchical grid protocol increases the data availability for write operations maintainingthe quorum sizes O(pN).Similar to hierarchical voting, the hierarchical grid protocol organizes the copies into ahierarchy of l levels in which the copies are the objects at the lowest level (level 0), andthe objects at higher levels are groups of objects at the level immediately below. A logicalobject at level 1 is de�ned as a grid m1 � n1 composed of m1:n1 copies of the replicateddata. In general, a logical object at level i (1 � i � l) represents a grid of dimensionsmi � ni composed of mi:ni objects from level i � 1. The total number the copies in thestructure is therefore given by Qli=1mi:ni. Figure 6 shows an example of a replicated datawith 16 copies organized into a hierarchical grid where m1 = n1 = m2 = n2 = 2.
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12Figure 6: Copies logically organized in a two-level grid hierarchyBesides the traditional read and write operations, the hierarchical grid protocol de�nesa third operation on the data, called blind-write. A blind-write operation conicts withany other read or write operation, but does not conict with another blind-write operation.This new operation is actually never performed on the data, being introduced only as a wayof de�ning the quorums for write operations.A read quorum is formed by obtaining, at the top level l in the hierarchical grid, readaccess permission from at least one object at level l�1 from each of the columns of the gridml � nl. Similar to hierarchical voting, obtaining read permission from an object at levell� 1 means forming a read quorum in the grid of dimensions ml�1� nl�1 corresponding tothat level. In general, obtaining read access permission from an object at level i (1 � i � l)in the hierarchical grid consists of obtaining the same permission from at least one objectof level i� 1 of each of the columns in the grid of size mi � ni corresponding to the objectat level i. At the lowest level, 0, the access permission is given directly by the copies. Inthe hierarchical grid shown in Figure 6 the sets f1, 6, 7, 8g, f1, 2, 11, 12g and f9, 14, 15,16g are examples of read quorums.A blind-write quorum is also formed recursively, level by level, by obtaining blind-writeaccess permission at level l� 1 from all objects of some column in the grid ml � nl of levell. In the hierarchical grid of Figure 6 f1, 5, 10, 14g, f3, 7, 11, 15g and f2, 6, 9, 13g are



20 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caexamples of blind-write quorums.Finally, a write quorum is formed by the union of a read quorum and a blind-writequorum. The set of copies f1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14g is an example of write quorum for thehierarchical grid of Figure 6.The data availability in the hierarchical grid protocol for the read and blind-write op-erations are calculated level by level, in a way similar to the original grid protocol, and areexpressed by the following recurrences:Ar(i) = ( � (i = 0)[1� [1� Ar(i� 1)]mi]ni (i � 1)Ab(i) = ( � (i = 0)1� [1� [Ab(i� 1)]mi]ni (i � 1)Before calculating the availability for the write operation two probabilities, regardinga grid of dimensions mi � ni at level i, are expressed: the probability of obtaining a readaccess permission, given by Pmi ;1r (i) = [Ar(i� 1)]mi ;and the probability of obtaining a write access permission, given byPmi ;1w (i) = [Ab(i� 1)]mI � [Ab(i� 1)� Aw(i� 1)]mi ;which is the di�erence between the probability of forming a blind-write quorum in allobjects of a column, and the probability of forming only blind-write quorums (and notwrite quorums).The availability for the write operation is �nally calculated as the di�erence betweenthe probability of obtaining read access permission from all columns of the grid and theprobability of obtaining only read access permission (and not write access permission) fromall columns of the grid, being expressed by the recurrenceAw(i) = ( � (i = 0)[Pmi ;1r (i)]ni � [Pmi;1r (i)� Pmi ;1w (i)]ni (i � 1)In [Kumar and Cheung 1991] it is shown that the data availability for the hierarchicalgrid protocol using a hierarchical grid with l levels is greater than the data availability in theoriginal grid protocol. The data availability for the hierarchical grid protocol approachesasymptoticly 1 as l increases, while in the original grid protocol the write availability ap-proaches asymptoticly 0 as N increases.
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1Figure 7: Copies organized logically in a tree with h = d = 33.4 Tree quorum [Agrawal and El Abbadi 1992b]The tree quorum protocol also uses a tree for arranging logically the copies, but as opposedto hierarchical voting, the copies are placed not only as leaves, but in all vertices of the tree.The structure adopted is a complete tree with height h and degree d (number of childrenof each vertex), so the total number of vertices is N = (dh � 1)=(d� 1). Figure 7 shows anexample of a tree in which h = 3 and d = 3, for a total of 13 copies.Quorums are formed recursively, including the root copy and w of its children, and foreach child included w of its own children, and so on, up to a depth l. The quorum formed isdenoted by the pair <l; w>. When forming a quorum, if a copy at depth h0 is not accessibleit is substituted by w quorums of depth l � h0 and width w formed from children of theunaccessible copy. The recursion �nishes successfully when the depth of the quorum to beformed is zero. It is not possible to form a quorum when the height of the remaining treeis less than the required depth; in that case, access permission is denied.Read and write quorums are denoted respectively by the pairs <lr; wr> and <lw; ww>.Similar to the simple voting protocols, the width and depth of the quorums must obeycertain restrictions to guarantee that quorums for conicting operations intercept eachother: lr + lw > h (a)wr + ww > d (b)2lw > h (c)2ww > d (d)Consider for example the tree shown in Figure 7, and suppose that read quorums arechosen as < 1; 2> and write quorums are chosen as < 3; 2>. In this example, in the bestcase a read quorum is formed by the root copy alone. If the root is not accessible, a quorumformed by any two of the root's children may be used instead, for example f2, 3g or f3, 4g.If two or more of the root's children is also not available, these children can be substitutedby two of their children. In that way, if copies 1, 2 and 3 are not accessible, a read quorumcan be formed using copy 4 and two of the children of either copy 2 or 3, for examplef4, 5, 6g or f4, 8, 10g. Finally, if copies 1, 2, 3 and 4 are not accessible, a read quorumcan still be formed by two children of at least two copies among 2, 3 and 4, resulting infor example quorums f5, 6, 8, 9g, f6, 7, 12, 13g and f8, 10, 11, 13g. A write quorum ofdimension <3; 2> must include the root and two of its children together with two of theirown children. Examples of write quorums are f1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9g, f1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13g andf1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13g. Similarly, choosing qr = qw = <2; 2> for the tree in Figure 7, any



22 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caof the sets f1, 2, 3g, f1, 3, 4g, f1, 4, 5, 6g and f2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13g would represent a reador a write quorum.The size of a read quorum varies from [(wr)lr � 1]=(wr � 1) in the best case, when allcopies in the quorum are from the higher levels of the tree, to (wr)lr�1:[(wr)lr � 1]=(wr� 1)in the worst case, when the copies are from the lower levels. The availability is calculated ina similar way to the hierarchical voting protocol, using the availability for the simple votingprotocol. The following recurrence expresses the availability for a quorum of dimension< l; w > in a tree with height h and width w (the �rst term represents the case wherethe root is accessible and the second term represents the case where the root could not becontacted):Ah(l; w) = ( � (h = 1)�[AV (d; w;Ah�1(l� 1; w))]+ (1� �)[AV (d; w;Ah�1(l; w))] (h > 1),Two interesting cases of the tree quorum protocol are worth examining in more detail.In the �rst case, designated QA1, read quorums have dimension <1; (d+ 1)=2> and writequorums have dimension <h; d=2 + 1>. In the second case, designated QA2, the read andwrite quorum dimensions are respectively <1; d> and <h; 1>. In the QA1 protocol a readquorum is formed by a single copy when no failures occur. If the root is not accessible,though, the quorum size increases to (d + 1)=2. If more copies are not accessible, theread quorum size may increase up to [(d+1)=2]h (note that in general [(d+1)=2]h < N=2).Considering that 50% of the accesses are made using the root copy, the average read quorumsize is (h+1)=2; since h = logd[N(d�1)+1], this means that read quorum sizes are O(logN).Write quorums, on the other hand, are of �xed size [[(d+ 1)=2]h � 1]=[(d� 1)=2].For the QA2 protocol, a read quorum is also composed of a single copy when there areno failures, but its size may increase up to dh�1 copies when only leaves are accessible.Write quorums, on the other hand, are formed by any path from the root to a leaf copy,and have size h, which means they are O(logN).3.5 A uni�ed view: the general protocolThe grid, hierarchical grid and hierarchical voting protocols are said to be symmetric becauseall copies have the same probability of being accessed by the protocol. The tree quorumprotocol is asymmetric in the sense that nodes higher in the hierarchy (nearer to the root)tend to be more accessed. In [Mendon�ca and Anido 1994] it was described a protocol whichwas shown to be a generalization of all symmetric protocols based in logical structures.This general protocol uses the same structure as the hierarchical voting protocol presentedin Section 3.2, that is, a hierarchy in which a vertex at level i (1 � i � m) represents alogical group of li vertices from level i � 1; vertices at the lowest level (level 0) representcopies of the replicated data. The basic idea of the general protocol is the realization thatsymmetric structures such as a grid are only another way of viewing a kind of hierarchicalvoting. For example, the read quorum de�ned for the grid protocol (\one copy of eachcolumn") can be seen as a voting process composed of two-levels: in the �rst level, thevoting takes place within each column, and the quorum for this level is one copy; in the



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 23second level, the voting takes place among the columns, and the quorum for that level is\all columns".The quorums in the general protocol are de�ned using the concept of virtual operations.Virtual operations, similarly to the blind-write operation described in the hierarchical gridprotocol (Section 3.3), are not actually available to users. They are just a mechanism toprovide more exible read and write quorums. Two virtual operations, a and b, are de�nedfor the protocol. Virtual operation a conicts with virtual operation b and, commutatively,virtual operation b conicts with operation a. Once the virtual operations have been de�ned,it is easy to derive quorums which guarantee one-copy-serializability for read and writeoperations. A read quorum is formed directly by either a quorum for virtual operation aor a quorum for virtual operation b. A write quorum is formed by the union of a quorumfor virtual operation a and a quorum for virtual operation b. That way, it is guaranteedthat any write quorum will always have a non-null intersection with any other write or readquorum.Quorums for virtual operations a and b are formed recursively, starting from the rootvertex at level m. The root vertex will allow virtual operation a if it can obtain permissionfrom at least qam of its children at level m � 1; each of these children will in turn grantpermission if it can obtain permission from at least qam�1 of its own children at level m�2,and so on, until permission is asked directly to the copies at level 0. Access permissionthen propagate bottom-up until it reaches the root vertex. To guarantee that quorums forvirtual operations a and b intercept each other, qai+qbi > li for all levels i. To simplify thenotation, the values li, qai and qbi (1 � i � m) will be denoted respectively by the arraysL = (l1; l2; : : : ; lm), Qa = (qa1; qa2; : : : ; qam) and Qb = (qb1; qb2; : : : ; qbm).A grid with x lines and y columns can be emulated in the general protocol using a 2-levelhierarchy where L = (x; y), Qa = (1; y) and Qb = (x; 1). For example, the hierarchy shownin Figure 8, in which L = (3; 4), can used by the general protocol to emulate the grid ofFigure 4 by making Qa = (1; 4) and Qb = (3; 1). Examples of quorums for virtual operationa are f1; 2; 3; 4g and f1; 6; 3; 12g; examples of quorums for virtual operation b are f1; 5; 9gand f3; 7; 11g. De�ning a read quorum to be formed by virtual operation a, the generalprotocol generates the same read and write quorums as the the grid protocol. Note that theuse of virtual operations allows the general protocol to de�ne more read quorums than thegrid protocol, since a read operation can be performed also by a quorum of Qb, which, inthe case of the asymmetric grid of the example, is smaller than the original read quorum.
73101 116295 4 8 12Figure 8: The grid of Figure 4 viewed as a two-level hierarchySince the general protocol is in fact an extension to the hierarchical voting protocol,quorums generated by the latter can also be generated by the former. The general protocol,however, allows more exibility in forming the quorums, because it does not need the



24 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caconstraint 2wi > li present in the original hierarchical voting protocol.Similar to the grid protocol, the hierarchical grid protocol can be simulated by the gen-eral protocol through the use of a hierarchy of 2k levels de�ned by L = (x1; y1; x2; y2; : : : ; xk; yk),with Qa = (1; y1; 1; y2; 1; : : : ; 1; yk), and Qb = (x1; 1; x2; 1;: : : ; xk; 1). Figure 9 shows the hierarchical grid of Figure 6 organized as a 4-level hier-archy in which L = (2; 2; 2; 2); by making Qa = (1; 2; 1; 2), Qb = (2; 1; 2; 1), the generalprotocol de�nes the same quorums obtained by the hierarchical grid protocol.
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8Figure 9: The hierarchical grid of Figure 6 viewed as a four-level hierarchyThe following recurrence expresses the availability for virtual operation a, Aa, in thegeneral protocol: Aa(i) = ( � (i = 0)AV (li; qai; Aa(i� 1)) (i � 1)Availability for virtual operation b, Ab, is calculated in the same way. The availabilityfor a read operation, Ar, is therefore given byAr = min(Aa; Ab):Availability for a write operation is calculated one level at a time. The write availabilityfor level i in the hierarchy is given by the di�erence between the probability of formingthe largest quorum of that level, max(qai; qbi), and the probability of forming only thatquorum, i.e., the probability of not getting write access permissions from the minimumnumber, max(qai; qbi), of vertices required at level i� 1 (among the children of a vertex atlevel i). So, write availability, Aw , in the general protocol is expressed by:Aw(i) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>: � (i = 0)AV (li; qai; Aa(i� 1))�AV (li; qai; Aa(i� 1)�Aw(i� 1))(i � 1 and qai � qbi)AV (li; qbi; Ab(i� 1))�AV (li; qbi; Ab(i� 1)�Aw(i� 1))(i � 1 and qai < qbi)The general protocol has been extended in [Mendon�ca and Anido 1995] to generalizealso asymmetric structures such as the tree used in the tree quorum protocol.



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 254 Other approachesSeveral other solutions, which do not use voting or logical structures, have been proposedto the problem of maintaining the consistency of replicated systems. The purpose of thissection is to present a general overview of some of these other approaches.4.1 Generic solutionsThe �rst solution presented in this section aims at generalizing the pessimistic protocols,increasing the exibility of forming quorums by eliminating the voting process. Insteadof voting, the solution consists in pre-calculating all possible combinations of quorums.The second solution presented in this section describes a way of implementing that sameexibility by using a voting process.4.1.1 Coteries [Garcia-Molina and Barbara 1985]This solution proposes that the groups of copies which compose the quorums are pre-de�nedby the system administrator, thus eliminating the necessity of a voting process for everydata access. The set of groups of copies which can be used as quorums is called a coterie.A coterie is formally de�ned as follows. Let C be the set of copies of the replicated data.A set S of groups of copies is a coterie over C if and only if(i) G 2 S implies that G 6= ;, and G � C,(ii) if G;H 2 S and either G is a read quorum candidate and H is a write quorumcandidate, or both G and H are write quorum candidates, then G and H must haveat least one copy in common,(iii) there are no two groups G;H 2 S such that G � H .As an example, consider a replicated data with six copies represented by the set C=f1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6g. One possible coterie over C would be the sets R=ff1, 3, 5g, f2, 4, 6gg andW=ff1, 2, 3, 4g, f3, 4, 5, 6g, f2, 3, 5, 6gg, where R and W denote respectively the groupsof copies candidates to read and write quorums.Once a coterie for the set of replicated copies is de�ned, at each access to the data thereplica control protocol simply requests the required access from the copies in a candidatequorum group. If all copies in that group grant permission, the access can be performed. Ifone or more copies of the chosen group cannot be contacted, the protocol attempts to obtainthe permission from another group, idealy using the access permissions already obtained.The process is repeated until either a quorum is successfully formed or all candidate groupsin the coterie have been tried; in the last case access to the data is denied.It is easy to verify that all quorums generated by a voting mechanism constitute a coterie.The inverse however is not true, i.e., there are coteries which cannot be generated by anyvote assignment in the simple voting protocol, as shown in [Garcia-Molina and Barbara1985].



26 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caAlthough coteries provide more exibility in forming quorums, the number of possiblegroups of candidate quorums is exponential in the total number of copies. When the numberof copies is small (up to �ve) it is feasible to enumerate all possible coteries and to choosethe one which provides the greater availability. For a system with more than �ve copies,the enumeration of all coteries is not practical. In [Tang and Natarajan 1989] it is pro-posed a scheme in which the search for the best coterie is solved using linear programmingtechniques, so that the coteries approach can be used in a system with up to 10 copies.4.1.2 Multi-dimensional voting [Ahamad et al. 1991]In this scheme both the votes assigned to the copies and the quorums are arrays of dimensionk. For a replicated data with N copies the vote assignment VN;k is an array N � k wherevi;j represents the number of votes of copy i at dimension j (vi;j � 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ;j = 1; 2; : : : ; k).There are two levels of requirements in multi-dimensional voting: votes and dimensions.At the vote level the number of votes obtained at one dimension must be greater or equal tothe quorum required at that dimension. At the dimension level, the number of dimensionsthat must obtain the required quorum must be greater or equal to a parameter l. Therequirement that quorums be obtained in l from a total of k dimensions is denoted by thepair (l,k). Note that (1,1) is therefore equivalent to simple (one-dimension) voting.Answers V ote Assignment V otes ReceivedCopy 1Copy 3Copy 4 �!�!�! 0BBBBBB@ 2 0 2 23 1 0 00 1 0 21 0 1 11 0 1 10 1 2 2 1CCCCCCA �!�!�! (2 0 2 2)(0 1 0 2)(1 0 1 1)+ (3 1 3 5) V ote Result� (5 3 5 5) Quorum Arrayf f f s Quorum obtained inone dimension onlyFigure 10: Multi-dimensional voting for six copies using four dimensionsFigure 10 shows an example of multi-dimensional voting for a replicated data with sixcopies. In the example, only the votes from copies 1, 3 and 4 have been received for a givendata access requisition. These three arrays are added and the resulting array is comparedto the quorum array (5, 3, 5, 5). The comparison is performed for each dimension, andthe results s and f represent respectively success and failure. In the example only onedimension obtained the required quorum. A data access operation with requirement (1,4)would therefore be allowed; access operations with requirement (i,4) would not be allowed



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 27for i=2, 3, and 4.In [Ahamad et al. 1991] it is shown that any coterie can be generated by multi-dimensionalvoting. It is also shown that multi-dimensional voting can be used to implement a gener-alization of the voting with fragments protocol, in which the number of fragments are notnecessarily the same in all segments. Although extremely exible, multi-dimension votingcannot be considered strictly as a protocol, since it does not de�ne any rules as of whatshould be done, but only about how it can be done. In that way, it relies on some other vot-ing scheme to de�ne what are the quorums, and only implements, by voting, the quorumsde�ned.4.2 Optimistic approachesAs discussed in section 1.3, optimistic replica control protocols are those that allow, whilethe system is partitioned, access to the replicated data in more than one partition. Thissection describes two optimistic protocols, which utilize the same strategy for detectinginconsistencies (�nding a cycle in a dependency relation), but use di�erent approaches forthe implementation of the strategy.In both protocols, a coordinator for each partition is elected as soon as a partition failureis detected. The coordinator is responsible for maintaining information about accesses tothe replicated copy while the system is partitioned, and for managing the process of mergingthe partitions when the failure is repaired.4.2.1 Transaction-based approach [Davidson 1984]The coordinator of a partition maintains a graph in which vertices correspond to transac-tions executed in the partition, and edges correspond to dependency relations between thetransactions. Two dependency relations are de�ned: \read-from", when a transaction readdata produced from another transaction, and \read-before", when a transaction read datawhich was afterwards altered by another transaction.When the communication between two partitions is re-established, one of the two coor-dinators constructs a global graph of precedence with the information from both partitions,and interference edges , which correspond to dependency relations between transactions inthe two partitions, are added to the global graph. An interference edge represents the factthat if a transaction read some data in one partition that transaction must precede anyother transaction which has updated the data in the other partition. Copy inconsistency isthen detected by the presence of cycles in the resulting graph.To eliminate the inconsistency the cycle is broken by cancelling one or more transactions.The commit of transactions must therefore be postponed during system partitioning untilthe partitions merge. Obviously, the best strategy to break the cycles is to minimize thetransactions that must be cancelled. Unfortunately, the problem of breaking cycles in agraph while minimizing the number of vertices removed is shown to be NP-complete in[Davidson 1984]. On the other hand, reasonably e�cient strategies, such as breaking �rstsmaller cycles, can always be applied.



28 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�ca4.2.2 Data-based approach [Ramarao 1989]To each data d in a partition P it is associated a set, denoted precedence-set(d), containingthe identi�ers of all data stored in P which precede d. For two data di and dj stored in P , diis said to precede dj if dj is read in a transaction T executed in P so that either T updatesdi or T appears strictly after T 0 in some sequential order for transactions executed in P ,where T 0 is a transaction which updates di. That way, when two partitions P and P 0 are re-grouped, copies of the replicated data are not consistent if there are two data di and dj suchthat di precedes dj in P and dj precedes di in P 0. As in the case of the transaction-basedprotocol, the inconsistencies are eliminated by canceling some of the involved transactions.4.3 Solutions not based on one-copy-serializabilityAll replica control protocols presented in the previous sections use one-copy-serializabilityas the basic correctness criterion. This section presents a brief overview of some protocolsthat adopt other correctness criteria, which maintain the integrity of the logical data eventhough one-copy-serializability is not preserved. The proposed correctness criteria exploresemantic aspects of the applications in order to reduce the constraints normally imposed tothe access of replicated data.4.3.1 Commutativity [Kumar and Stonebraker 1988]The semantic property exploited in this approach is commutativity, which captures thefact that some concurrent operations may be implemented in any order without alteringthe result [Weihl 1988]. It is suggested that transactions are pre-analysed so as to classifythem in one of four classes: C-transactions, which commute with any other transaction;PC-transactions, which under certain integrity constraints are executed as C-transactions;NC1-transactions, which commute with each other and with C-transactions; and NC2-transactions, which commute only with C-transactions.The protocol requires di�erent quorums depending on the transaction class. C-transactionsdo not need to form any quorum to access the data, and therefore execute faster. PC-transactions, once they have their integrity constraint satis�ed, also do not need to formquorums to access the data. Transactions in classes NC1 and NC2 must form quorums be-fore each data access, since they do not commute. In that way, considering a replicated datawith N copies, quorums nc1 and nc2 for transactions in classes NC1 and NC2 respectively,must be de�ned such that nc1 + nc2 > N .4.3.2 �-serializability [Pu and Le� 1991]In this approach the new correctness criterion proposed, �-serializability, allows a bounded(and temporary) degree of inconsistency in the system. To enforce it transactions aredivided in two classes: update transactions (ETUs), which include at least one updateoperation, and query transactions (ETQs), which include only read operations. ETUs areexecuted following the one-copy-serializability criterion, while ETQs are not restricted toany constraints. The basic idea is to perform the updates caused by ETUs asynchronously,



Protocols for maintaining consistency of replicated data 29which improves their execution time but may cause ETQs to access data that is not up-to-date. The inconsistency however will be temporary, as at the end of the ETUs, which areone-copy-serializable, the data will be consistent. The protocol provides a way to controlthe degree of inconsistency in ETQs so as to maintain it within a speci�ed value �; if � = 0,i.e., the degree of inconsistency is \none", all transactions, ETUs and ETQs, are one-copy-serializable. To implement this bounded inconsistency transactions are allowed to importand export a limited amount of inconsistencies.4.3.3 M-ignorance [Krishnakumar and Bernstein, 1995]This approach exploits the fact that in some systems a transaction needs not see the resultsof at most M previous transactions it would have seen if the execution was serialized. Atypical example is an airline reservation system. Suppose an airplane has 300 seats, butan overbooking of 10 passengers is acceptable. Considering transactions which reserve asingle seat, a 10-ignorant system can provide access to 10 concurrent transactions, insteadof access to a single transaction in one-copy-serializability, and still preserve the integrityconstraint res seat � 300.The basic di�erence between this approach and �-serializability is that violations of theintegrity constraints are de�ned as a function of the number of conicting transactions thatcan execute concurrently.4.3.4 Causality [Joseph and Birman 1986, Ladin et al. 1992]The notion of causal order is widely used in in distributed systems [Lamport 1978]. Itexpresses the fact that some systems do not need to use a \physical time" order to beconsidered correct; a suitable \happened-before" order su�ces. For example, if user u1 andu2, without any prior communication, send each an independent message to user u3, it isin general irrelevant the order in which u3 receives the messages. However, if u1 sends twoconsecutive messages to u3, it is reasonable to expect that u3 receives them in the orderthey were sent. Furthermore, if user u1 sends two consecutive messages, the �rst to u2 andthe second to u3, and the receipt of this message causes u3 also to send a message to u2, itis reasonable to expect that u2 receives the message from u1 before it receives the messagefrom u3. In both cases the meaning of the second message may depend on the contents ofthe �rst one.Two approaches have been proposed to implement causality as the correctness criteriain replica control protocols. Both approaches use a variation of the ROWA scheme, inwhich the execution time of a write operation is reduced by not blocking the user whilethe new value is disseminated to the other copies. Instead, the dissemination is executedasynchronously. Write operations therefore have faster response time, but read operationsmay access data in a way which is not one-copy-serializable. The approaches di�er in thestrategy to guarantee causality.In [Joseph and Birman 1986], the replica control protocol relies on the support o�eredby an existing communication system, ISIS. The Isis communication model is based on thenotion of processes groups; members of a group communicate using a reliable multicast



30 R. Anido and N. C. Mendon�caservice. This service provides di�erent multicast primitives, which permit di�erent orderingconstraints, from causal to total order (in total order, all members receive all messages inexactly the same order). In this approach, a timestamp is assigned to each read or writerequest by a user. A group is formed by all users and copies of a logical data; operations aremulticast to all group members. By delivering the requests in the speci�ed order (causalor total), the communication system guarantees that although operations are performed inonly one replica, a copy will not execute a request that may break the order chosen (causalor total).In [Ladin et al. 1992], another approach, denominated lazy replication, is described. Itimplements causality by using a specially designed protocol to achieve better performance.The protocol includes a concurrency control mechanism, based on quorum locks, and adissemination mechanism, based on gossip messages (gossip messages are point-to pointbackground messages that can be used to broadcast information).5 Final remarksWhen choosing a replica control protocol for an application several other factors, besidesdata availability and quorum sizes, must be taken into account. A system may have a suf-�cient number of operational nodes but the replica control protocol might spend too muchtime to obtain the required quorum. Also, a certain protocol P1 may send more messagesthan another protocol P2, but P1 may be able to perform the exchanges of messages concur-rently, while P2 may have to perform the exchanges sequentially. Therefore characteristicssuch as load balancing and the size and number of messages exchanged are also importantfactors, as is the data delay, de�ned as the delay between the time the data was requestedby the user and the time the access was performed.Two metrics to compare replica control protocols which take into account the data delayhave been proposed. In [Menasc�e et al. 1994], it is considered that the cause of the datadelay is the message overhead the protocol imposes on the network system; node processingis assumed to be negligible. The metric proposed is de�ned as A=d, where A is the dataavailability and d is the average normalized data delay, i.e., the average data delay dividedby the node to node communication time under zero network load. In [Rangarajan et al.1993] a similar metric, called capacity, is proposed. Contrary to the previous approach, thismetric considers that the cost of a message is not the channel bandwidth it requires, butthe workload it imposes on the nodes in processing the received information. Denoting byw the average processing time per node to perform a successful operation, the (average)capacity of the system is de�ned as A=w. Both metrics are useful to compare di�erentprotocols, since they reect the number of operations that can be successfully performedby the system in a unity of time. The higher the data availability and the lower the datadelay, the better is the protocol.Table 1 shows yet another characteristic of replica control protocols: the number ofcopies that may be inaccessible, without causing service disruption, for several of the proto-cols presented in this paper. It must be noted that, for protocols based on logical structures,the values in the table do not mean any set with that number of copies; rather, the values
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